RizePoint’s Mobile
Auditor App
Customize, Consolidate
& Simplify Data Collection
Mobile Auditor is an online-offline application for mobile devices that helps users quickly
gather data during audits, inspections, and assessments. From a quick check to a yearly
inspection, the app streamlines data collection through process consolidation, leave-behind
report generation, bi-directional syncing with the RizePoint platform, and more. Auditors can
now ditch binders, spreadsheets, and manual operations for a user-friendly, digital solution
that saves time and reduces human error.

Key Benefits
Streamline Audits
Cut the time it takes to complete a yearly audit
or inspection in half, limiting burnout while helping
auditors do more.

Gain Better Visibility
Seamlessly integrate Mobile Auditor data in the
RizePoint platform to build a single source of truth.

Quickly Fix Nonconformity
Trigger immediate corrective action with instant
nonconformance notifications, and increase accountability with in-app signoffs.

The advantages of Mobile
Auditor — using a tablet for
inspection forms, with the
ability to document
via text and images and
automatically generate
reports — well, the system
sells itself. There’s no
going back to Excel.
Kelli Gowan
Quality Assurance Manager

Align Teams
Leverage Mobile Auditor to administer and review
quality audits, schedules, scorecards, and more.
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Key Features
Gather Better Data. See More Trends. Act Faster to Improve.
Offline Auditing

Full Platform Integration

Boost efficiency with offline
auditing, allowing users to
conduct audits and inspections
at any location globally. Users can
sync and store results securely via
the cloud when next connected to
the internet.

View up-to-date information
and glean timely insights via
bi-directional syncing with the
RizePoint platform. Both auditors
and admins will operate with
updated info to quickly spot
issues and drive improvement.

Easy User Experience

Easy Report Generation

Boost auditor efficiency with
features that help users save time.
Auditors can easily access inprogress assessments, choose from
custom comment libraries, auto
skip optional questions, and more.

Save time and eliminate manual
data entry with in-app report
generation. With a few clicks,
auditors can generate audit reports
before leaving a location, resulting
in faster corrective action.

Media Attachments

Simplified Scheduling

Clarify corrective action with
media capabilities that allow
auditors to attach images, videos,
and policy snippets to audit results.
This empowers stakeholders to fix
nonconformances quickly
and properly.

Streamline communication and
reduce confusion and redundancy
with in-app list views of auditor
schedules. Include travel and
location information via the
RizePoint platform.

Industry Expertise and Ongoing Value with RizePoint
For over 20 years, RizePoint has been helping top brands worldwide manage their
quality assurance, compliance, and supplier quality management. With a strong focus
on customers, we actively seek out opportunities to improve your experience, and
we’re dedicated to consistent product improvements to ensure continued value.

Learn more about RizePoint’s
quality management platform
at www.rizepoint.com/platform.
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